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University of Maryland Libraries 
 
Data management, curation, publishing, 
preservation, and related topics 
Extragalactic Distance Database 
See: The Extragalactic Distance Database. R. Brent Tully et al. 2009 The Astronomical Journal 138 323 
Determine distance to galaxies based on multiple 
measurements 
 
Compiled from various data sources, both literature 
and observations 
 
MySQL, file system, web application: roughly 
500GB in total 
 





Astronomers: replication and continued access; 
data ‘peace of mind’  
 
Curators: access, stewardship of a regularly used 





Set up rsync for transfer 
 
Assemble and test replication on VM 
 
Increase utility and value 
 









Multiple interviews/discussions required 
 
Researchers not interested in ‘curation formalities’ 
 
Assessing long-term research value 
 








Format-centric and/or system-centric approach to 
database preservation 
 
Intellectual value of database is in ad hoc 












Native dump formats: sql, csv, xml 
 
Other tools: Software Independent Archiving of 
Relational Databases (SIARD), Database 


















Emulation: preserve environment 
 












Fidelity of representation 
 
Access to versions 
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